Elucidating the molecular mechanisms underlying cellular response to biophysical cues using synthetic biology approaches
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ABSTRACT

The use of synthetic surfaces and materials to influence and study cell behavior has vastly progressed our understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms involved in cellular response to physicochemical and biophysical cues. Reconstituting cytoskeletal proteins and interfacing them with a defined microenvironment has also garnered deep insight into the engineering mechanisms existing within the cell. This review presents recent experimental findings on the influence of several parameters of the extracellular environment on cell behavior and fate, such as substrate topography, stiffness, chemistry and charge. In addition, the use of synthetic environments to measure physical properties of the reconstituted cytoskeleton and their interaction with intracellular proteins such as molecular motors is discussed, which is relevant for understanding cell migration, division and structural integrity, as well as intracellular transport. Insight is provided regarding the next steps to be taken in this interdisciplinary field, in order to achieve the global aim of artificially directing cellular response.

Introduction

Synthetic biology is an emerging interdisciplinary field which is of paramount importance in several research fields, including regenerative medicine, cell therapy and genetic and tissue engineering. The global aim of synthetic biologists is to exploit the complex behavior of natural biological systems and extend to artificial systems, in order to either understand better the native biological function or for use in a large variety of biomedical or therapeutic applications.1 In the context of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, a chief hurdle to overcome is the ability of the replacement tissue to function similarly to that which should occur in vivo. However, a major challenge which has impeded successful tissue regeneration clinically, is the lack of control and reproducibility over artificially directing stem cell fate.2 Achieving this will pave the way for innumerable regenerative therapies. In order to overcome these challenges, researchers must go back to the fundamentals and study the influence of each individual parameter of the surrounding substratum on cellular behavior.

Historically, the complexity of in vivo conditions led to in vitro techniques whereby cells are removed from the organism and their properties are measured in a controlled environment. This allows for precise control over external parameters (temperature, pH etc.) and thus their effect on cellular behavior can be quantitatively studied. However, it has long been reckoned that cell behavior measured outside the living organism using the conventional “flat glass” in vitro experiment is markedly different to that which occurs in vivo. This is because many cellular processes cannot be precisely replicated outside of the native environment. These challenges have warranted the use of synthetic biology techniques in order to successfully replicate the desired biological function. As we will highlight throughout this review, this is only possible when the synthetic material mimics the native 3D extracellular environment.

Interaction of cells with their microenvironment

Understanding cellular response to the properties of its extracellular environment (or extracellular matrix (ECM)) is fundamentally important for tissue engineering/regenerative medicine applications, i.e., for biocompatibility of implants or tissue replacements. In addition, it is now well-known that stem cell fate is influenced by the physical characteristics of its surrounding microenvironment.3-5 However, obtaining a complete understanding of cell-substratum response is extremely difficult due...
to the complexity of these processes. Therefore, investigating the effect of specific parameters of the ECM on cellular response in an in vitro environment is an attractive option, since defined boundary conditions can be set. The past decade has seen a surge in research using artificial microenvironments to investigate cell response.6,7

Most cells are anchorage dependent, and are in need of a substrate/surface to adhere to in order to function normally. Surfaces play a vital role in biology since most biological reactions occur at a surface or interface.8 The interaction between the ECM and adhered cells is a functional one and they work together to yield a dynamic system capable of self-organization. For example, osteoblasts and osteoclasts adhered to a hydroxyapatite and collagen composite yields the capability of bone to remodel itself.9 In general, cells are subjected to a huge variety of stimuli in their local environment such as charges present on the surface of the substrate or in the surrounding medium and stresses induced from the motion of surrounding fluid or neighboring cells/tissues. At the same time, they adhere to a mechanical substrate of a certain stiffness, topology and chemical composition. Huge research efforts are dedicated to understanding these effects, and experimental results have shown that each situation (e.g. stiff vs. soft substrate,10 flat vs. roughened topology,11 positive vs. negatively charged surface,12 static vs. stretched surface13 etc.) plays a role in governing cellular dynamics and function.

**Local topology effect on cells**

A significant drawback of the traditional in vitro experiment is that cellular response is examined from cells adhered to 2-dimensional (2D) planar glass substrates or well-plates, whereas cells in living tissue are interacting with a 3-dimensional (3D) ECM. Cell migration, polarization, morphology and adhesion have all been shown to be influenced by the topographical properties of the substrates they are surrounded by.14 And strikingly, it was shown that cells adhered to surfaces presenting nanoscale topographical details compared to 2D planar substrates more closely mimicked the cell migratory behavior seen in a 3D ECM.15 Research efforts concentrated on engineering cell-compatible 3D biomaterials are largely focused on having micro- and nanoscale surface features, since now there is a wealth of evidence showing local topographic control of cell function. Studies of fibroblast interactions with topographic nanostructures revealed their preference for wedge/nanograte topographies as opposed to nanoposts.16 Fibroblasts have also been shown to co-align and polarize along the axial direction of collagen fibers, whereas fibroblasts adhered to randomly oriented collagen fibers have an anisotropic orientation.17 Perhaps even more significant, increased proliferation of fibroblasts adhered to aligned collagen scaffolds compared to the random scaffold was shown, with fibroblast morphology on aligned collagen comparing well with that seen in native tissues.18 Elias et al. showed that osteoblasts proliferate significantly more on a network of ~100 nm diameter carbon fibers rather than on flat glass.19 An increase in the synthesis of alkaline phosphatase and deposited calcium was also reported on the nanofibers, both of which are essential for bone formation in vivo.

Considering the size of the topographical details that cells sense are typically the same order of magnitude as the cell itself, this results in cell contact guidance. However, there exists a fine limit as shown by a study on human mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC) adhesion, where cell attachment was observed to be a factor of 2 lower on surfaces having an isotropic roughness of the same size as the cell, as opposed to above or below that of the cell size.20 Indeed, it is evident from the wide variety of literature on the topic that different cell types all react to topology changes, but not to the same degree.21 Progress made in microfabrication techniques such as lithography, machining and etching has allowed for precise control over nanoscale surface features (e.g., cells on pillars,22,23 grooves,11,24 ridges,25 pits,26 gratings,27 fibers28) and has massively advanced our knowledge on the local topology effect on cellular response. In addition, these surfaces have many other applications in synthetic biology. For example, cells seeded on surfaces presenting micropillars/needles allow for direct measurement of cell traction forces.22 This ground-breaking study revealed a close link between biochemical and mechanical cues which regulate cell adhesion and mechanics. More recently, the experimental combination of live cells on micropillars with super-resolution microscopy has been demonstrated and allows for the relation between cell traction forces and the number of molecules (fluorescently tagged paxillin in this case) in a focal adhesion complex to be determined.29

However, nanotopographic surfaces do not take into account an out-of-plane component which is relevant for certain cell types e.g. epithelial cells, which form curved assemblies e.g., tubular vessels. In vivo investigations of melanoma invasion have yielded important insights into the relevance of topographical details on cancer cell invasion.30 Two types of topographic track systems were defined which result in either individual or collective migration of invasive cells. The mechanisms of this topographic cue were investigated using an in vitro experiment as seen in Figure 1, and it was revealed that collective migration along a cylindrical wire is due to
lateral confinement of cells, mimicking in vivo collective migration along blood vessels. However, as seen from Figure 1F, topographic curvature can induce front edge cell detachment which is similar to the Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition, and thus out-of-plane topographical properties may be a cue of this transition.

**Effect of substrate stiffness**

Huge progress has been made using synthetic biology approaches on achieving a better understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms governing cell response to substrate stiffness. Almost 2 decades ago, a groundbreaking study acknowledged that fibroblasts and epithelial cells responded to the stiffness of their substrate, where a reduction in cell spreading and increased motility on more flexible substrates was shown. Afterwards, many aspects of cell behavior were found to be regulated by the stiffness of the cell adhering substrate. MSCs have been shown to differentiate into a lineage specific to the stiffness of their substrate. Also, tuning the elastic moduli of hydrogels had an effect on the spreading, self-renewal and differentiation of adult neural stem cells. Substrate stiffness is also known to affect the morphology, cytoskeletal structure, migration, proliferation and adhesion of fibroblasts, endothelial cells and neutrophils. Lamin levels – an intermediate filament in the nucleus responsible for nuclear integrity and modulating transcription – in stem cells were also shown to be directly influenced by substrate stiffness. The stiffness of the cellular environment can also have global physiological implications, as shown by recent results which demonstrate striation and contractile strains in cardiac muscle cells are optimized by substrate stiffness.

Determining a complete picture of the underlying mechanisms of cell response to substrate stiffness, however, has proven to be elusive. But recent research efforts have challenged the view that stem cell differentiation can be directed due to the cell responding to changes in only bulk matrix elasticity. Huebsch et al. reported a feedback mechanism of stem-cell fate where the cell itself interprets changes in the microenvironment through the presentation of adhesion-ligand complexes. This finding was supported by a subsequent study which showed that collagen attached to porous substrates of varying stiffness leads to differences in collagen-coupled anchorage density, and the authors conclude it is this parameter which determines cell fate. Strikingly, the authors reported that the differentiation of 2 stem cell lines from...
different tissues were both influenced by the stiffness of polyacrylamide (PAAm) but not polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrates – indicating for the first time that bulk stiffness might not be not responsible for cell differentiation stimulus. The authors describe a mechanism whereby cells sense their environment by exerting a force on the ECM which provides the cell with the information to make cell-fate decisions. However, these insights were recently partly challenged when it was demonstrated that substrate porosity and protein tethering had no effect on stem cell differentiation. In the latter study indications are provided that cells sense substrate stiffness using a mechanical feedback mechanism based on the magnitude of surface deformation, as shown in Figure 2. These experiments confirm previous observations using FRET, which showed that cell traction forces influence the proliferation and differentiation of preosteoblasts. Furthermore, mechanosensitive membrane ion channels can be triggered by cell traction forces which induce ionic currents relevant for signaling, and recently the stretch-activated ion channel Piezo1 was shown to be a determinant of lineage choice in human stem cells. These studies highlight the growing evidence of an electromechanical signaling mechanism of stem cell fate in response to its microenvironment. While these studies converge upon a force feedback mechanism of cell mechanotransduction, a very recent study has highlighted a potential oversight of using purely elastic materials as substrates. Chauduri et al. argue that the ECM in vivo is viscoelastic in nature and provide evidence of increased cell spreading on materials exhibiting stress relaxation, or higher viscoelasticity.

Polarity of charged substrate influences cell behavior

Electrical charge plays a very important role in cell proliferation and has been shown to be crucial in the bone remodeling process in conjunction with Wolff's Law (whereby bone adapts itself under load). Strain-generated potentials observed in bone are considered to play a critical role in bone deposition and resorption. Indeed, pulsed electromagnetic field therapy has been used in a clinical environment to heal bone fractures dating back to as early as 1841, yet the molecular origin of this healing mechanism remains elusive. In addition, the use of polarized hydroxyapatite and electrically active piezoelectric materials (generate charge under an applied stress) as implants is increasing due to their ability to increase osseointegration. Therefore, the role of charge on cellular behavior is significantly important from both a fundamental and clinical viewpoint. In fact, piezoelectric materials are being widely adapted for use as scaffolds for tissue regeneration and repair applications and have even been shown to influence gene expression in the case of cartilaginous implants utilizing the piezoelectric polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). Fibroblasts grown on piezoelectrically-activated (presenting charge on surface) implants show enhanced migration, adhesion and secretion and the implants themselves showed higher fibrosis levels in rats in vivo, illustrating wound healing capabilities. However, in order to elucidate the fundamental basis for the observed improved cellular function due to charge, synthetic biology techniques can be employed.

Figure 2. Cells sense their surrounding environment by contracting against the substrate. (A) Schematic illustrating dynamic deformation of stiff and soft substrates via myosin contraction in adhered cells. (B) AFM schematic illustrating the interaction between an AFM tip and the substrate surface. Arrow indicates pulling direction during experiments. (C) Retraction curves for substrates of different stiffnesses. (D) Spring constant of substrates as a function of retraction speed. The sensing range of cells is highlighted in the graph and is based on previous measurements of myosin contraction speeds. (E) ALP staining on PDMS substrates after 7 d. Reproduced from ref. 41 with permission. © 2014 Nature Publishing Group.
The ferroelectric properties of certain crystals such as Lithium Niobate have been exploited recently to investigate the role of charge on cell behavior, and show great promise.\textsuperscript{52} Ferroelectric materials have a spontaneous polarization which can be switched by an externally applied electric field. Therefore modulating polarization domains of user-specified size and shape are possible and this combined with the possibility of optically transparent samples yields a substrate ideal for cell-charge experiments. An \textit{in vitro} investigation of the role of piezoelectrically-induced charges in deformed cortical bone collagen revealed that mineralization can occur in the presence of simulated body fluid, even in the absence of osteoblasts, as shown in Figure 3A.\textsuperscript{53} Oppositely charged surfaces appear on the compressed and tensed faces of deformed bone, and these charges alone were sufficient to deposit calcium and phosphorus ions which led to hydroxyapatite precipitation purely from an electrochemical mechanism, as shown in Figure 3B. Therefore, these studies highlight the important role that charge plays in many biological processes and yet, this effect is often overlooked when considering replacement tissues.\textsuperscript{54} Given the growing evidence that electromechanical cues are the most relevant for tissue engineering applications,\textsuperscript{55} there is significant interest in producing active rather than conventional passive biomaterials.

\textbf{Effect of surface chemistry}

Determining cell fate is a prerequisite for successful synthetic biology approaches. For example, in the context of regenerative medicine, metals (typically titanium) and metallic alloys are widely used for implants and the cytotoxic nature of the added constituents, e.g. aluminum, is a cause of concern regarding long term biocompatibility. Typically these alloys undergo surface treatments such as polishing, sterilization, machining and acid etching before implantation, in order to improve osseointegration.\textsuperscript{56} However, surface treatments can alter the oxide layer and the surface chemical properties of the implant which subsequently affects the integration of the implant in the body.\textsuperscript{57} This effect is also relevant for cases other than inorganic implants, as the type of sterilization method used for bioabsorbable polymers has been shown to influence adipose stem cell behavior.\textsuperscript{58} The surface properties will also determine the adsorbed species from the surrounding medium and will thus influence the conformation and activity of biological adsorbents. The conformation of adsorbed fibronectin was shown to be influenced by the presentation of monolayers on the surface comprising different chemical functional groups (CH$_3$, OH, COOH and NH$_2$) which positively affected cell adhesion via cell transmembrane integrin binding and increased focal adhesions,\textsuperscript{59,60} and even influenced differentiation (in the case of OH and COOH only, rather than CH$_3$ and NH$_2$ monolayers).\textsuperscript{61} Considering that conventional approaches to engineer implants utilize bioactive coatings such as fibronectin,\textsuperscript{62,63} the addition of an underlying monolayer of COOH or OH could greatly improve biocompatibility and function. In addition, synthetic materials that display adhesive motifs, e.g., Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) peptides, can be used to influence cell behavior as they have a high binding affinity to integrins. Hydrogel surfaces with a controlled density of
RGD containing peptides increase cell spreading by ligating integrins and can also be used as a model system to study cell traction forces using traction force microscopy. Controlling ligand density was also shown to dictate growth factor activity. Integrins have been well-studied as their vital role in cell adhesion and bi-directional signaling has been demonstrated numerous times. Integrin clustering has also been shown to play a huge role in adhesion-based cell signaling, and a seminal study using a synthetic surface with controlled separation of RGD-coated nanodots showed that a separation range of 58–73 nm between adhesive dots allowed for integrin clustering and activation. Furthermore, different classes of integrins have recently been demonstrated to induce different signaling pathways but it was shown that they also cooperatively regulate cells to sense the rigidity of fibronectin environments. The differences in integrin regulation was subsequently determined to be due to different bond dynamics between the integrin classes. Micro- and nanopatterned surfaces functionalized with integrin ligands have been used to investigated integrin-based adhesion of fibroblasts. This study revealed that the spatial organization of ligands plays a crucial role in cellular adhesion, with local, rather than global, ligand density promoting focal adhesion formation. This dependency on the interligand spacing is critical for designing biocompatible biomedical implants.

Investigation of in-vitro cytoskeletal constituents

The previous section reviewed the progress made in understanding cellular response by utilizing a defined synthetic environment; here, properties of intracellular components responsible for cell migration, adhesion, division and structural integrity, i.e., the cytoskeleton, is investigated in vitro using synthetic approaches. Given the crosstalk existing between each constituent of the cytoskeleton which yields its dynamic properties, it is necessary to isolate and reconstitute individual components in order to determine their properties and role in
The cytoskeletal protein actin has many functions including in cell mechanical stability, motility, division and shape. Filamentous actin (F-actin) forms the actin cortex which is a dynamic 2D cross-linked network residing just underneath the cell membrane and is decorated with myosin molecular motors driving its contractibility. The cortex is attached to the cell membrane and connects to the surrounding microenvironment by transmembrane integrins. Thus, the actin cortex plays a central role in cell shape, adhesion and motility and yet, information is lacking on the physical properties of such a quasi-2D network, with many studies focusing on the mechanics of 3D actin networks and gels. By defining an *in vitro* environment with reduced dimensionality and well-defined boundary conditions, the elastic properties of actin filaments can be determined as well as the interaction of actin with target proteins, such as molecular motors. These systems can

Figure 5. Kinesin motors on freely suspended MTs on micropillars. (A) Schematic of experiment showing MTs in green. (B) SEM image of the micropillar surface. (C) Fluorescence image of kinesin docking on MTs (kinesins labeled red). (D) Binding kinetics of kinesin recorded using super-resolution fluorescence imaging. Number of kinesins bound as a function of MT length is shown (top). Furthermore a convoluted image is shown (bottom) for the same experiment, as would be obtained if epi-fluorescence microscopy was used, revealing the large increase in resolving power using super-resolution microscopy. Reproduced from ref. 81 with permission.
also be extended to study other networks such as microtubules, which are responsible for intracellular transport and mitosis.

As described in section 2.1, the progress made in microfabrication techniques have provided biophysics researchers with the ability to mimic the native 3D environment of the ECM by using a combination of nanoscale and microscale topographical cues. This approach can be extended to better understand the dynamics of cytoskeletal proteins such as actin filaments. For instance, in studies using microfabricated epoxy pillars to quantify the elastic properties of individual actin filaments (Fig. 4A and 4B). Using a Fourier analysis of the filaments thermal fluctuations, the persistence length $l_p$ of individual actin filaments was measured. The reported value of $l_p \sim 15 \mu m$ is in the same range as that reported for bulk solutions of actin $l_p \sim 16 \mu m$. In addition, silicon pillars were tested for the capability of producing an artificial 2D cortex, as shown in Figure 4C-F. Filaments attached to the micropillar posts at one end are visualized using fluorescence microscopy, and a 2D actin network can be formed after introducing the actin cross-linker filamin. This study highlights the capabilities of 3-dimensional surfaces in determining physical properties of cytoskeletal filaments but also for constructing artificial 2D actin cortex models. One consequence of using pillars to create 2D networks under flow conditions is the complicated flow profile arising from the geometry.

Figure 6. Selective contraction and disassembly of antiparallel actin filaments via myosin motor action. (A) Fluorescence images over time of actin network assembly on an 8-branch radial array. (B) Fluorescence time series of myosin VI-induced selective contraction and disassembly of actin. (C) Schematic of final architecture on an 8-branch actin array in absence and presence of myosin. Reproduced from ref. 84 with permission. © 2012 The American Association for the Advancement of Science.
of such a chamber. Since the flow field directly influences the structure of the formed network, understanding this aspect of the experiment is essential. Weiße et al. applied digital in-line holographic microscopy to investigate the trajectory of particles flowing through the micropillar flow cell and discovered the laminar flow profile is disrupted across the pillars. This leads to the highest flow velocity occurring near the center of the channel, i.e. the pillar heads.79

Microfabricated surfaces provide an excellent system to study the interactions between target proteins and assembled cytoskeletal structures, with only limited or no interaction with the synthetic surface, i.e., mimicking in vivo situations. This for instance allows studies of interactions between microtubules and kinesin molecular motors with only minimally perturbing environments.80 Other examples include an assembled 2D network of microtubules on pillars, which was utilized in a combined fluorescence study to investigate the interaction between the kinesin motors themselves.81 Using micropillars and super-resolution fluorescence microscopy it was discovered that there exists attractive interactions between kinesin motors, resulting in motor clustering along the microtubule as shown in Figure 5. Understanding motor protein interactions is critical when considering intracellular transport mechanisms, and controlled in vitro conditions now allow for directly probing collective motor behavior. Motor proteins are also critical for the contractibility and dynamic properties of the cytoskeleton. An in vitro study using a 2D biomimetic actin-myosin cortex revealed how actin network contraction perfectly correlates with the degree of actin buckling due to myosin activity.82 Myosin-mediated actin contraction was also shown to result in actin severing at a radius of curvature ≈300 nm. Furthermore, adhesion of the supporting membrane can constrain actin curvature and thus result in an increased likelihood of filament severing. Another similar study, utilizing a synthetic membrane-bound actin cortex, revealed that individual myofilaments can generate enough force to buckle and break actin filaments residing in the artificial cortex.83 These studies highlight the possibility of a contraction and fragmentation mechanism during active actin processes. The dependence of myosin activity on actin architecture was investigated using micropatterned surfaces in a study by Reymann et al., where myosin-induced contraction and disassembly of actin filaments was found to be orientation specific.84 Controlled 2D micropatterning of an actin-promoting factor led to the possibility of nucleating desired actin orientations.85 The schematic in

Figure 7. Functionalized glass flow-cell combined with TIRF microscopy. Flow cell schematic with (A) isotropic actin solution and radial microtubule arrays and (B) random microtubule arrays and aligned actin bundles. (C) Surface functionalization steps for actin bundle (top) and microtubules array (bottom) experiments. (D) Schematic of flow-cell combined with TIRF microscopy. (E) TIRF images displaying MT seeds (1) followed by actin filaments (2) and a MC solution (methylcellulose) to align and bundle actin filaments (3) and finally a fascin solution to exchange MC with fascin (4). Reproduced from ref. 90 with permission. © 2014 Elsevier Publishing Group.
Figure 6C displays the architecture used to create regions of unordered, parallel and antiparallel actin filaments in the absence or presence of myosin. Remarkably, myosin VI was only effective at contracting and disassembling antiparallel filaments whereas parallel filaments tended to align and elongate, recruiting monomers from the disassembled antiparallel filaments. Using actin ring networks having variations in the number of antiparallel filament zones, the network contraction rate was also shown to depend of the proportion of antiparallel bundles and not on the ring size itself. These results shed light on the mechanism behind the observed increased contraction rates of the in vivo cytokinetic ring. The same micropatterning method has recently been adapted and improved to grow controlled network geometries of microtubules, and another complementary assay has been produced using an immobilized microtubule polymerase to study microtubule nucleation, transport and mesoscale organization. Though it is imperative to isolate individual cytoskeletal filaments in order to measure their properties and interactions with other intracellular proteins, it is a different situation in vivo where there exists significant cytoskeletal crosstalk due to steric hindrance, for example. For this reason it is also important to study the interaction between cytoskeletal filaments, such as actin-microtubule coordination as seen in Figure 7. The combination of a functionalized flow cell and total internal reflection microscopy (TIRF) was utilized and it was demonstrated that microtubules can be guided by actin and conversely, microtubules can define actin growth and organization. Many other in vitro systems can be used to reveal fundamental biophysical cytoskeletal properties, such as the dynamics of single actin filaments by microfluidics, templated assembly of actomyosin bundles, microtubule self-organization by the motor protein Eg5, and the adhesion-driven spreading dynamics of biomimetic actin cortices.

Conclusion and future prospects

Interfacing cells and purified cytoskeletal proteins with controlled microenvironments has vastly progressed our understanding of the molecular mechanisms governing both cell interactions with the ECM and engineering processes within the cell. The growing complexity of designed experimental methods have allowed biophysical researchers to relate in vitro experiments to in vivo conditions, as described throughout this review. It is clear the movement from the conventional 2D “flat glass” experimental setup to 3D microenvironments has led to the development of “smart” biosystems capable of producing user-defined biochemical and biophysical responses from cells. Fundamental knowledge has been obtained regarding cell transduction pathways through the use of synthetic biology techniques. A full interpretation of underlying molecular mechanisms involved in cell-ECM interactions is now an achievable goal, and will lead to artificially governing cellular function. The next steps will be to combine all the knowledge we have gained on the effect of each parameter of the ECM on cell function to produce synthetic materials which are tailored to elicit the desired cell response or fate. Major progress has already been made in this direction as illustrated here, and this represents a key advancement in several bioengineering fields including tissue engineering.

Reducing the complexity of the in vivo ECM to a synthetic environment for the purpose of studying cellular response has worked remarkably well. Researchers are now going a step further and beginning to create artificial cells in the form of liposomes containing lipid membrane-bound receptors, such as integrin. These synthetic cells have already been utilized to study receptor-mediated spreading and adhesion and actin-loaded liposomes were shown to drive actin polymerization to spontaneously form cytokinetic rings. These synthetic “cells” have huge potential and could help to answer many complex biological questions in several fields of life sciences such as virology (in particular viral entry), and loaded liposomes have already been adapted for clinical applications in drug delivery. The concept of creating a more complex artificial cell, however, is also now a realistic possibility given that its component parts such as an artificial actin cortex, microtubule networks and reconstituted vesicles can be synthesized in vitro. In addition to these exciting applications, synthetic biology approaches will result in advancements spanning a broad range of areas, such as the production of biofuels or pharmaceuticals from engineered organisms, for example. As highlighted throughout this review, synthetic biology approaches have already garnered rich fundamental science on the behavior of cells and their counterparts. Indeed, synthetic biology is on course to changing our life and health in the coming years due to improvements in targeted therapies and the ability to design increasingly complex biological systems and constructs.
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